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During the last ten years recreationa.l and competitive running has 
gained in popularity in Nor th America. This is evident from the increase 
in the number of entrants in long distance road races in the U. S . and 
increased membership in organized running clubs. The 1977 Bay to Break-
ers seven- mile road race, held in San Francisco, had more than 12,000 
starters. A recent estimate of the number of active runners in the city 
of Eugene , Oregon was 10 , 000 regular participants (Newnham, 1977, Regis -
ter Guard). 
Eugene , Oregon, is known throughout the world as a popular jogging 
center. The large number of runners who use local parks, country roads, 
and the University of Oregon track and field facilities indicates the 
degree of enthusiasm which the local community has for running . There 
are many reasons why people run: health and fitness, competition, re-
laxation, and social reasons are among the most often noted . 
A number of famous coaches and athletes have significantly influ-
enced and stimulated· an interest in running in Eugene. The names of 
Bill Hayward, Bill Bowerman , Arthur Lydiard , Bill Dellinger, Dyrol 
Burleson, Jim Grelle , Archie San Romani, Kenny Moore, Frank Shorter, Bill 
Rodgers , and Steve Prefontaine are well known among the Eugene running 
population. Many of these individuals achieved ' 'folk hero" status during 
their running careers , especially Steve Prefontaine , who was ideolized by 
the Eugene track community. 
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The Olympic track and field qualifying mee t s for the American teams 
for the 1972 Munich and 1976 Montreal Games were held at the University 
of Oregon, The N.C .A.A. Track and Field Championships as well as profes-
sional meets have also been staged in Eugene, These occasions have given 
the local community numerous opportunities to observe world class track 
and field athletes. 
Some of the many reasons why Eugene residents run were obtained by 
examining the influences of a number of track and field personalities, 
public figures I the programs they have established, and by analyzing the 
rol es they played in contributing to the Eugene running tradition. 
Smolicz (1974) stated that: 11 To survive as tradition a particular item 
must continue to exert its appeal as one coming down from the past, but 
this value must now usually be supplemented by all kinds of auxiliary 
explanations and. postulated functions 11 (p. 78) . 
TraditionJ therefore, relies upon the continuation and development 
of an element within the historical background of a community. To be 
effective this process must be assisted by encouragement from individuals, 
small groups or large organizations of individuals. This maintains and 
strengthens the appeal of that particular element to the members of a 
community. From SmoH.cz 's concept of tradition the question followed: 
Has the University of Oregon positively influenced the development of a 
running tradition within the Eugene metropolitan area? Significant 
aspects of the interaction of the University and the community were 
analyzed in this study. 
The assessment of attitudes towards physical activity of a sample 
of male and female non-competitive and competitive runners provided 
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additional insight from the sociopsychological perspective. 
Statei.nent of the Problem 
The study was designed with the purpose of examining both the his-
torical and sociopsychological factors which contributed to the running 
tradition in Eugene. The attitudes of male and female competitive and 
non-competitive runners toward physical activity were measured by the 
Kenyon Attitude Toward Physical Activity Scale in a semantic differential 
form (Kenyon , 1968b). The attitudes of male and female runners in Eugene 
were assessed to observe if any differences existed between the subjects 
in this study and the subjects in other studies. 
The historical analysis provided an additional perspective; speci-
fically the role of the University of Oregon Track and Field program in 
the development of Eugene 1 s running tradition. 
Information for this aspect of the study was obtained from histori-
cal records, and personal interviews, with individuals who have been 
involved in the development of organized running in Eugene, A personal 
data questionnaire was also completed by male and female non-competitive 
and competitive runners. 
Statement of the Hypotheses and Research Question 
1. There will be no statistically significant differences in the 
comparisons between male and female competitive and non-competitive run-
ners in their attitude toward physical activity (at the .05 level of sig-
nificance) as measured by the Kenyon Attitude Toward Physica l Activity 
Scale (Kenyon, 1968b). 
2. There will be no statistically significant differences in the 
comparisons of attitude between male and female runners (at the .OS 
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level of significance) as measured by the Kenyon Attitude Toward Physical 
Activity Scale (Kenyon, 1968b). 
3. Has the University of Oregon Track and Field program and signi-
ficant personalities positively influenced the development• qf a running 
tradition within the Eugene metropolitan area? 
Definition of Terms 
Attitude: A latent or non-observable, complex, but relatively stable 
behavioral disposition reflecting both direction and intensity of feeling 
toward a particular object, whether it be concrete or abstract (Kenyon, 
1968b). 
Physical Activity: Organized, (structured), nonutilitarian (in an 
occupational or maintenance sense), gross human movement usually manifes-
ted in active games, sports, calisthenics, dance (Kenyon, 1968b). 
Non-Competitive Runner: A runner who does not consider rivalry and 
competition against other runners to be an important aspect of his run-
ning program. A runner who does not compete regularly in organized races. 
Competitive Runner: A runner who considers competition and rivalry 
against other runners to be an important aspect of his running program, 
A runner who competes regularly in organized races. 
Permanent Resident: An individual who has resided in Eugene for at 
least twelve consecutive months. 
Institution: An interrelated system of social roles and norms organ-
ized about the satisfaction of an important social need or function. The 
social roles and norms comprising the social institution define proper 
and expected behavior oriented to the fulfillment of the particular 
social need, such as the provision of food and other material goods 
(Theodorsen, 1969, p. 207), 
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Tradition: That part of the heritage which excites feelings of 
approval in the current generat~on by involving it in an act of identifi-
cation or disassociation with predecessors. It must be viewed as it 
appears to human individuals who actively experience and appraise it. 
(Smolicz, 1974, p. 76). 
Basic Assumptions 
The following basic assumptions applied to this study: 
1. The sample of male and female competitive and non-competitive 
runners represented a cross section of runners residing in the Eugene 
metropolitan area. 
2. Jogging and running are synonymous in this study , 
Limitations 
The following limitations applied to this study: 
1. The male and female runners did not represent a random sample. 
2. Historical analysis was limited to the amount of available 
historical information. 
Delimitations 
The following delimitations applied to this study: 
1. All subjects selected were male and female non-competitive and 
competitive runners residing for at least 12 consecutive months in the 
Eugene metropolitan area. 
Jus tif ica tion 
6. 
Research in the area of running has been primarily concerned with 
physiological and psychological parameters of small groups _ and cross sec-
tions of superior track and field athletes (Kenyon, 1968b). An analysis 
of the attitudes of runners in Eugene towards physical activity provides 
a parallel study. The results of this study provide the opportunity for 
comparisons to be made with previous studies of attitude toward physical 
activity. 
The psychosociological and historical perspectives of this study also 
provide an analysis of the development of a running tradition in the 
Eugene metropolitan area. 
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
Many techniques have been used to measure atti t udes towards physical 
ac t ivity . The instruments developed by Wear (1955), RichaI'dson (1960), 
Adams (1963) , and Mason and Ventre (1965) , were concerned with physical 
activities under the domain of physical education . Kenyon (1968b) has 
devel oped a conceptual model for characterizing physical activity in its 
broadest sense. He attempted to overcome the shortcomings of previous 
instruments by eliminating other restricted domains such as team competi-
tion or sports . Kenyon attempted to construct relatively independent 
univocal scales for determining attitude, within the context of a model 
characterizing physical activity . The Kenyon Scales (1968a), include the 
fol l owing dimensions: 
1. Physical activity as a social experience 
Characterized by those physical activities whose primary purpose 
is to provide a medium for social intercourse, i.e. to meet new 
people and to perpetuate existing relationships. 
2 . Physical activity for health and fitness 
Characterized primarily by its contribution to the improvement 
of one ' s health and fitness. 
3. Physical activity as the pursuit of vertigo 
Characterized by those physical experiences providing, at some 
risk to the participant, an element of thrill through the medium 
of speed , acceleration , sudden change of direction, or exposure 
to dangerous situations, with the participant usually in control . 
4. Physical activity as catharsis 
Characterized by those activities perceived as providing a re-
lease of tension precipitated through some vicarious means. 
5. Physical activity as an aesthetic experience 
Characterized by those activities often perceived as having 
aesthetic value for the individual, that is activities are con-
ceived of as possessing beauty or certain artistic qualities. 
I 
6. Physical activity as an ascetic experience 
Characterized by those activities that are perceived as involv-
ing long, strenuous, and often painful training and stiff com-. 
petition demanding a deferment of many gratifications. 
Studies of Attitude Towards Physical Activity 
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Kenyon (1968c) conducted a comparative study of secondary school 
students from Canada, Australia, and the United States. Results indicated 
that attitudes towards social, health and fitness, aesthetic and cathar-
tic values of physical activity were most positive , whereas ascetic and 
the pursuit of vertigo were valued less positively. 
Hergert (1969) used the Kenyon Scale to examine attitudes towards 
physical activity of physical education students at the University of 
Utah. The subjects included 887 men and 531 women enrolled in fourteen 
physical education activity classes. Data from the study showed high 
internal reliability. Students in specific activity classes did not 
differ significantly in their attitudes towards any of the six scales. 
Alderman (1969) also using the Kenyon Scale, surveyed 1,936 cham-
pionship male and female athletes in different sports at the 1967 Pan 
American Games. Male a nd female athletes were found to be notably s imi-. 
lar in their attitudes towards the different dimensions cha racterizing 
physical activity. Males showed consistency in their attitude towards 
aesthetic ac t ivity and all athletes responded weakly t oward physical 
activity as an ascetic experience. 
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Blair and Kizer (1971), at the University of Colorado, investigated 
expressed attitudes towards physical activity among high school athletes 
and coaches in specific sports from test areas within the .Upited States. 
The study included 468 Michigan athletes and coaches, and 552 Texas 
athletes and coaches. High internal consistency was indicated among all 
six dimensions of the Kenyon Attitude Towards Physical Activity Scale. 
The attitudes of Michigan and Texas sport groups and coaches towards 
physical activity were not found to differ significantly in any of the 
six dimensions , and athletes participating in the same sports from the 
two different geographical areas were much more alike than they were dif-
ferent in their attitudes towards Kenyon ' s six dimensions . 
Cou tts (1973), at the University of New York , Bridgehampton , ques-
tioned 1,895 students of physical education regarding social values and 
attitudes towar ds physical activity and sport. The Value Profile by 
Couchard Bales, containing the four social values of Acceptance of Author-
i t y, Need Expression, Value Restraint Equalitarianism, and Individualism, 
was administered witli the Kenyon Scales. In addition, information was 
gathered pertaining to sex, type of community, socio- economic status and 
religious prefer ence of the respondents. Also considered were degree of 
maternal and paternal encour agement of sports participation and the 
extent of participation in h i gh school inter-scholastic athletics . 
Results of the study indicated that participation in interscholastic 
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a t hletics was posi t ively cor related with Equalitarianism. No significant 
correlations existed between interscholastic athletic participation and 
the value scales of Need Expression and Individualism. Parental encour-
agement resulted in more positive attitudes toward a more extensive par-
ticipation in t he various dimensions of physical activity with the excep-
tion of the aesthetic sub- domain. There was also a patter n of consistency 
between the par ent s and the students in the study regarding the frequency 
of their participation. 
Delforge (1973) , at the University of Arizona , researched the atti-
tudes towards physical activity of handicapped and non- handicapped 
students. The Kenyon Scale was administered to four groups of twenty-five 
subjects, including college athletes , non-handicapped, and ambulatory 
physically handicapped, No significant difference in attitude towards 
physical activity was found among the four groups. · No statistically sig-
nificant differences in attitude toward physical activity were .found be-
tween male handicapped and female handicapped students; female non-handi-
capped and female handicapped ; and male handicapped and male non- handi-
capped. The comparison groups responded similarly t o each of the six 
dimensions of physical activity. Each of the groups compared showed sig-
nificantly more positive attitudes towards physical activity as a social 
experience, as a means to health and fitness , as an aesthetic experience, 
and as catharsis than they did toward physical activity as the pursuit of 
vertigo and as an ascetic experience. Male students and male and female 
handicapped students expressed significantl y less positive atti t udes 
towards physical activity as an ascetic experience than they did towards 
a ll other di mens ions . 
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Straub and Felock (1974), at Ithaca College, compared attitudes to-
wards physical activity in delinquent and non-delinquent junior high 
school age girls. Results indicated a significant difference in only one 
dimension of the Kenyon Scales; physical activity as a social experience. 
Non-delinquent girls scored significantly higher than delinquent girls 
in this area. 
Morton (1975), at the University of the Pacific, administered the 
Kenyon Scale in order to examine the attitudes towards physical activity 
of selected groups of 64 master runners and 61 senior runners. The mas-
ter runners were over forty years of age and the senior runners were 
between the age of twenty-five and thirty-five. Results indicated that 
the health and fitness domain ranked highest, the catharsis domain second, 
followed by the aesthetic and social sub- domains. Attitudes toward the 
p'ursuit of vertigo were less positive. Statistically significant differ-
ences were found in · the comparisons of attitude within the combined group 
of selected senior and master runners on the Kenyon Scales. No statisti-
cally significant differences were found in the comparison of attitude 
between selected groups of male senior and master members of running clubs 
on the Kenyon Attitude Toward Physical Activity Scale. Running Club mem-
bers in the Northern ·California area were found to have a generally posi-
tive attitude towards the total concept of "physical activity 11 and toward 
each of the Kenyon six dimensions of physical activity . The pursuit of 
vertigo and ascetic sub-domains were the least positively ranked of the 
six dimensions. 
Brum.el (1975), at the University of Oregon , examined the meaning of 
running for eight junior high school age athletes and its relation to 
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improvement in performance. Results indicated that greater depth to the 
meaning of running derived from daily training sessions. Running became 
more enjoyable through improved performance and improved feelings towards 
the meaning of running, The subjects rated themselves as feeling more 
active as individuals (.apart from running) when the season was ended. 
Other changes in self-concep ts were fo und to be negligible,, 
Psychological Tes ting of Runners 
The greatest proportion of completed research on runners has concen-
trated on personality and motivational characteristics of runners. 
Husman (1955) studied the personality characteristics of nine cross-
country runners during pre-season, pre-contest, post-contest, and post-
season conditions. Husman also compared the results of projective tech-
niques on nine college boxers , eight wrestlers, and a control group of 
seventeen subjects. The cross-country runners were found to be extra 
punitive and differed significantly from the boxers on this variable. 
The runners were also found to be more extra punitive than the control 
subjects. 
Crakes (1960) compared two groups of distance runners from the 
University of Oregon · track team. One group of outstanding runners (in-
cluding two international class milers) and one group of "average" runners 
on a series of personality traits measured by the California Personality 
Inventory and the Rohr shach Projective Test. 
The result of the California Personal ity I nventory showed signifi-
cant differ ences between the two groups of runners. The faster runners 
had significantly lower scores than the slower runners in the scales 
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designated as Responsibility, Socialization, Wel l-being, Communality and 
Fl exibility. In the Rohrshach Test, the better runners had a significant-
ly greater number of 11Detailed 11 responses than the poorer runners at the 
10.2 level of confidence. The better runners also had more 11Movement 11 
responses (at the 8 . 2% level) and a greater number of 11Total 11 responses 
(at the 17. 2% level) than the poqrer runners . The better runners also 
had a greater number of responses labelled "Orali ty 11 than the poorer run-
ners. 
Morgan (1968), at the University of Missouri, investigated athletic 
sub-groups on introversion, extroversion, and neurotic variables. He 
examined thirteen basketball players, nine tennis players, fifteen 
wrestlers, and nine cross - country runners. The cross - country runners 
were found to be significantly more introverted than the other groups of 
athletes . The runners did not differ from any of the other groups on the 
neuroticism dimension. 
Fundukian (1969), compared the self-images of successful and unsuc-
cessful high school track athletes using an objective check list of traits. 
An athlete was considered successful if he completed the track season as 
a participant on the track team. An unsuccessful athlete was one who 
dropped out of the t~am before the end of season . 
Results indicated that a successful athlete had a higher self-concept 
significant at the . 01 level of confidence. Fundukian stated that s·elf -
regard can be designed in a program by judging performance rather than by 
place in a race and by awarding each personal success according to this 
definition. The time of the test is not stated , therefore it is diffi-
cult to determine whether the poorer self - image of the dropouts was 
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relat ed perhaps to unpleasant experiences in athletics. 
Cooper (1969) states that studies whi ch take note only of personal-
ity traits of athletes oversimplify psychological functioning and the 
cont r ibution of physical act i vity to emotional reactions. He suggests 
that studies of the nature of t he experience of motor activities for the 
individual's sense of self and psychological organization should be de-
s igned and defines physical education as the process by which an i ndi-
vidual learns to apprecia t e psychologically the capacities of body 
pleasures uniquely expressed and derived through motor activity . 
Morgan and Cos till (1972) , investigated the characteristics of nine 
selected marathon r unners . These a t hletes were selected through their 
participation in pr.evious phys i ological studies conducted by the research-
ers . The mar athon runners completed tests, measuring introversion, 
extr oversion, neuroticism , stability, anxiety , and depression. Results 
indicated that marathon runners scored appreciably l ower than a normal 
group for the anxiety variable. None of the psychological variables were 
significantl y correlated with performance in the marathon. 
Vernacchia (1973), using a combination of interviews and psychologi-
cal per sonali t y tes t s, studied running performances of seven middle- dis-
t ance and long-distaq.ce runners on the University of Utah track team. 
Each athlete was found to be self centered in the sense that he was con-
cerned and aware of his social , athletic and individual needs . Success-
ful par ticipat ion in athlet ics enhanced self- worth and self- acceptance, 
a nd positive reinforcement encouraged each subject to cont inue his par t i-
cipation in athletics. Further res ul ts indicated that each athlete 
desired a close personal relationship with his coach . In addition, 
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athletes preferred training with a coach present as opposed to training 
alone. The personality characteristics of each athlete were distinctly 
different. For this reason it was concluded that each athlete should be 
coached individually, because of individually specific psychological and 
physiological qualities which deserved careful attention. 
Reasons for Running Published in Recent Literature 
Recently individuals have considered running as a form of escape 
from the modern way of life. Roger Bannister (1955) the first sub four-
miler, wrote: 
We seek individual freedom in a world that of necessity 
imposes more and more restrictions. The less· we find 
freedom in our work, the more we shall need to find 
freedom in the games we play. We do not want to become 
identical human beings, the servants of a new totali-
tarianism (Porter, 1956). 
Norman Harris (1967, p. 123), a marathon runner and author, also 
considers running to be a form of escape : 
It has become a security in which to wrap yourself, so 
that, when feeling uncomfortable in strange company, 
you could think of the simple, personal satisfaction of 
running and say all the more readily that this social 
situation was unimportant and escape outside. 
Hart (1972) 1 at the University of Berkeley, California, studied run-
ning as a form of collective behavior. The information used in the study 
was obtained from randomly chosen members of the National Jogging As~oci-
ation. The results of the study indicated that the adult population does 
not feel the need for vigorous physical activity I but lacks the skills 
to pursue an activity which is not ephemeral in nature. Hart (1972) con-
cludes that: 11Most joggers seem to have been swept into the movement as 
a result of some mass contagion which is apt to lead people to •• 
"irrationality and whimsical behavior or crazes. 11 Many '1lukewarm11 jog-
gers, in addition to participants of various ages, do not begin jogging 
because of some felt strain, but rather, begin because of social pres-
sure similar to that which operates in fashion circles (Hart , 1972). 
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From the studies in this chai'.)ter it can be observed t):l~t individuals 
perceive running to be a means of expressing certain personal disposi-
tions. Their attitudes differ with regard to sex, age, athletic ability 




The study was designed to analyze, from an historical and socio-
psychological perspective, some possible explanation for t.h~ continued 
development of distance running in Eugene. The historical analysis con-
sidered the development of running at the University of Oregon as an 
institutionalized form of physical activity and related this phenomenon 
to the resultant influence upon the Eugene community. The sociopsycho-
logical analysis examined the present attitudes of Eugene runners towards 
physical activity and their perception of the University's contribution 
to the growth of running. Male and female competitive and non-competi-
tive runners residing in Eugene completed a personal data questionnaire 
and the Kenyon Attitude Toward Physical Activity Scales (Kenyon, 1968b). 
The subjects were selected from participants in the 11Along the River 
Race". This was an organized, open entry ten thousand met.er race held 
on the bicycle paths ·adjacent to the Willamette River. Other subjects 
were selected from the Oregon Track Club membership list, and from among 
runners using the Steve Prefontaine Trails . 
Instruments 
A letter explaining the study, a personal data questionnaire, and 
the Kenyon Attitude Toward Physical Activity Scale were administered to 
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each of the subjects. The questionnaire requested that the subjects pro-
vide the following information: birthdate; sex; present occupation; 
length of residence in Eugene; whether or not the subject was a member 
of an organized running club; the number of miles the subject ran each 
week; whether or not the subject considered himself to be a competitive 
or non- competitive runner; the subject's primary reason for running; 
identification of factors which contributed toward participation in 
physical activity or running; whether the subject was aware of the track 
and field program at the University of Oregon; and whether the subject 
considered that the University of Oregon had made a significant contri-
bution toward the growth and interest of running in Eugene. The informa-
tion supplied from the personal data questionnaire was analyzed to pro-
vide information for the sociopsychological analysis of the development 
of a running tradition in Eugene. Additional data for this analysis were 
obtained from conversations with Bill Bowerman, former head coach at the 
University of Oregon, Bill Dellinger, the present coach at the University, 
and Kenny Moore and Clayton Steinke, two former University of Oregon 
distance runners. Personal correspondence with Arthur Lydiard in New 
Zealand provided additional information for the analysis. 
The Kenyon Attitude Toward Physical Activity Scale was administered 
to the subjects to assess further perceived individual reasons for par-
ticipation in running in Eugene. 
Kenyon Model for Assessing Attitude Toward Physical Activity 
In the early development of his research Kenyon administered two 
Likert-type attitude statements judged to be representative of each of 
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the six dimensions of physical activity to 353 lower division college men 
and 215 lower division college women . These procedures enabled Kenyon to 
evaluate his conceptual model for internal consistency and independence 
of sub - domains . Reliability coefficients ranged from . 72 to . 89 using 
Hoyt's analysis of variance procedures for the six dimensions (Kenyon, 
1968b). From the results of the survey Kenyon concluded that internal 
consistency and subdomain independence requirements were sufficiently met 
to warrant that the conceptual model has some validity. 
Attitude is a non-observable behavioral disposition, therefore the 
validity of a ttitude inventories is difficult to determine directly. 
Kenyon attempted to validate his conceptual model by comparing the atti-
tudes towards each of the six dimensions of his conceptual model with 
expressed preferences for particular types of physical activity (Kenyon, 
1968b). Preferred activities were determined through the use of a separ-
ate instrument . Strong and weak preference groups were devised for each 
type of activity and compared for significant differences in attitude 
toward each of the six dimensions of physical activity. From the results 
of his analysis Kenyon (1968b) concluded that scale scores differentiated 
between strong and weak preference groups on the predicted direction for 
all dimensions. 
Other instruments for measuring attitude toward physical activity: 
Have not paid sufficient attention to the characteriza-
tion of "physical activity" in its broadest sense; 
efforts to date usually limited the enquiry to a some-
what restricted domain such as "physical education 11 , 
11 team game compe tition11 , or 11 sports '1 • Second, instru-
ments seldom were based upon a thorough application 
of appropriate test construction procedures so long a 
part of the measurement literature, such as item 
analysis and psychological scaling techniques. Also, 
there has been a failure to account for the multidimen-
sionality of the domain in question (Kenyon, 1968b). 
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Kenyon attempted to overcome these problems with a model character-
i zing physical activity using relatively independent univocal scales for 
determining attitudes t oward physical activity. 
Semantic Differential 
The Kenyon Scale in semantic differential form consists of seven 
sets of bipolar adjective pairs for each of the six sub-domains of Health 
and Fitness, Social, Pursuit of Ver t igo, Physical Activity as an Aesthe-
tic Experience, Physical Ac t ivity as Catharsis, and Physical Activity as 
an Ascetic Experience . Kenyon I s six dimensions of physical activity have 
been used in semantic differential form by Alderman (1969), Blair and 
Kizer (1971) , and Delforge (1973). 
Ker linger (1966) described the semantic differential as: 
A number of scales each of which is a bipolar adjective 
pair , chosen from a large number of such scales for a 
particular purpose, together with the concepts to be 
rated with the scales. The scales, or bipolar adjec-
tives are seven point (usually) rating scales, the 
underlying nature of which has been determined empir-
ically. That is, each scale measures one, sometimes 
two, of the basic dimensions or factors that Osgood 
and his colleagues have found to be behind the 
scales: Evaluative , Potency , Activity. These factors 
may be called clusters of adjectives (pp. 566-567). 
Osgood , Suci and Tannenbaum (1957) found through factor analysis, 
that adjective pairs good- bad , happy-sad , valuable- worthless, and nice-
awful consti tu ted the evaluative factor; adjective pairs strong-weak, 
heavy-light, large-small, constituted the potency factor ; and adjective 
pairs fast - s low, ac tive-passive, and hot-cold constituted the activity 
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factor. 
Attitudes predispose towards an evaluative response although they 
are learned predispositions (Osgood et al., 1957). Attitudes are, there-
fore, referred to as "tendencies of approach or avoidance, 11 or as· 11favor -
able or unfavorable' 1 • Attitudes can indicate both direction and inten-
sity of feeling when measured against a bipolar continuum, Bipolar 
adjective pairs which have high loadings on the evaluative factor and 
low loadings on the potency and activity factor are used when selecting 
scales for attitude measurement. 
Osgood et al. (1957) used test re-test procedures to determine the 
reliability of the semantic differential as a measure of attitude. Each 
of the six concepts was judged against an evaluative scale by 135 sub-
jects. Five weeks elapsed between the test and the re- test. Correlation 
coefficients ranged from . 87 to . 93 for the concepts, with a mean of . 91. 
Validity was determined by comparing the semantic differential with two 
other independently devised measuring instruments, the Thurston scales 
and a Gutman type scale, Product moment coefficients between the semantic 
differential and the Thurston scale ranged from . 74 to . 82 for the various 
concepts used. Rank order correlation • between the semantic differential 
and the Gutman scale ·was .78. On the basis of the correlations, the 
investigators concluded that the evaluative factor of the semantic dif-
ferential is an index of attitude (Osgood et al., 1957). 
Construction of a semantic differential involves selecting the con-
cepts and selecting the scale. Research purposes determine the concepts 
to be judged against the semantic differential scales . Relevance of the 
concepts and representation of the area of research is also important in 
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the selection procedur es. Sel ection of the concepts should emphasize the 
expectance of considerable differences of response, single unitary mean-
ing for the individual , and present concepts which are familiar to all of 
the subjects . Unfamiliar concepts will produce a 11 spurious II regression 
toward the middle of the scale (Osgood et al., 1957, pp, 77- 78) . 
Criteria for the selection qf the scale involves factorial composi-
tion, relevance, and semantic stability. To meet the criteria of factor-
ial composition, scales should be loaded maximally on the appropriate 
factor and minimally loaded on the others. Scales should be relevent to 
the j udged concepts to avoid neutral, and non-directional responses pro-. 
duced by irrelevant scales. Semantic stability demands that each scale 
have a specific usage in judging the particular concept with which it is 
associated (Osgood et al. , 1957) . Alternation of the negative and posi-
tive ends of the bipolar scales eliminates further possibilities of set 
responses. 
The individual scores for each of the subjects were calculated for 
attitude toward each of the six dimensions in the Attitude Inventory. 
The scores were determined by summing the value of the response based 
on weights of one through seven. The highest or most positive was forty 
nine; the lowest, or .most negative was seven. A score of twenty eight 
indicated a 11 neutral" attitude toward the dimension of physical activity 
being judged. Mean attitude scores were calculated for each sample 'group 
toward each of the six dimensions of physical activity in the study . 
Analysis of Data 
The analysis of data included a dualistic approach. An historical 
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analysis and a statistical analysis of attitude toward physical activity . 
The historical analysis provided insight into the influence of the Univer-
sity of Or egon Track and Field program upon the development of a running 
tradition. 
The roles played by track and field coaches and athletes related to 
some sociological concept of behavior (Turner and Killian, 1957) 1 with 
particular emphasis on the development of running as an institutionalized 
physical activity at the University of Oregon, the leadership roles played 
by some significant personalities who contributed toward this deve l opment. 
Some additional refer ences included Smolicz I s concepts of the formation 
of a tradition from a humanistic per spective. The historical analysis 
covered the period from 1900 until 1977. 
To test the two hypo theses, three way analysis of variance procedures 
with repeated measures were employed . In addition , intercorrelations wer·e 
determined among independent variables . 
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The results of the study were divided into three sections: 
1. an historical analysis of the role of the Univer~i~y of Oregon 
Track and Field program, coaches, track and field athletes and public 
figures in the formation of Eugene ' s running tradition; 
2. analysis of the personal data questionnaire; 
J . analysis of the data pertaining to the hypotheses in the study. 
Selected male and female competitive and non- competitive runners 
were surveyed regarding their attitudes toward physical activity. One 
hundred and thirty-five runners received the Gerald S . Kenyon Attitude 
Toward Physical Activity Scale in a semantic differential form with a 
personal data questionnaire. Fifty-one percent of the questionnaires 
were returned with an.!!:. of seventy-nine , forty-nine male and thirty 
female runners; sixteen competitive and sixty-four non-competitive run-
ners. Each subject's scores on the six Kenyon subdomains were deter-
mined together with the results of the personal data questionnaire. 
An Historical Analysis of the Institutionalization of Running at the 
University of Oregon and Its Effects Upon the Eugene Community: A 
Humanistic Perspective 
Many factors contributed to the institutionalization of running 
within the University of Oregon. Reference was made earlier to the in-
fluence of a number of significant track and field personalities, and 
the evolution of a distance running tradition at the University of Oregon. 
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This section focused on an historical-sociological analysis of the de-
velopment of distance running as an institutionalized physical activity , 
using the humanistic sociological approach appl icable to individual and 
group interaction . 11 Institutions are a complex of social actions provid-
i ng procedures through which human conduct is patterned, compelled to go, 
i n grooves deemed desirable by society 11 (Berger, 1963, p . _87). 
Assuming that i ndividual interaction is t he precursor of group 
i nteracti on , the inf l uence of significant personalities is a significant 
factor when new attitudes are formed . This was perhaps the case in 
Eugene after the appointment of Bil l Hayward as the first professional 
track and field coach at the University of Oregon in 1904. He was the 
i nnovator of an organized track and field program which stimulated an 
increased interest among the university community. As Lang and Lang 
(1966) state , '1innovation is an important factor, when a new object or 
a new idea is introduced or a change takes place in the established 
order . " Hayward int roduced a new, highly organized approach to track 
a nd field athletics at Oregon . 
Prince Lucien Campbell (1906), the President of the University of_ 
Oregon, also fulf illed a significant role as an innovator when he an-
nounced that 1'athletics are an important phase of college life. They 
not only develop the students' physiques but also raise the moral tone 
of t he university 11 (p . 2) . Campbell's views can be interpreted as an 
indication that participation in athl etics was an accepted and desirable 
part of college life. Unt i l this was expressed , no official statement in 
support of athletics was given by any other members of the Oregon faculty. 
Because of his declaration Campbell helped to legitimize athletics at 
the Univers i ty of Oregon. 
Bill Hayward ' s appointment as head track and field coach at the 
University encouraged a greater interest in the sport and initiated the 
beginning of the institutionalization of distance running. Because of 
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the legitimization of athletics by Campbell, Hayward's role as a coach, 
leader, and innovator of organized track and field became -m_ore effective. 
Hayward was a dynamic, charismatic personality , His authoritative lead-
ership contributed to the development of attitudes towards running 
through his ability to interact effectively with his athletes as indi-
viduals and as members of a team. Group and individual interaction com-
bined is more meaningful to most individuals, as it can integrate them 
into society more thoroughly, Thus, when individuals are integrated into 
a community , that community concurrently absorbs their habits and values 
(Lang and Lang, 1966). The growth and success of the Oregon team pro-
vided the basis for its increased acceptance within the University, to-
gether with the values developed by Hayward and his athletes. 
Hayward's leadership qualities closely resembled those elements of 
leadershi~ which, '1involve effective action and central influence" (Lang 
and Lang, 1966, pp. 232-234). Effective action can be considered as the 
active aspect of authoritative behavior with the leader influencing the 
led. Hayward initiated interest and developed a large following of Uni-
versity students. The aspect of central influence relates to collective 
actions or collective emotions. Relating this concept to Hayward's 
org8.nizational ability, many opportunities developed for group action 
through team practices and intercollegiate meets. This was important 
for the institutionalization of running and facilitated the further 
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development ~nd University support of track and field athletics. Oregon 
athletes attracted increased int erest within the University as their repu-
tation spread . Success frequently attracts greater interest from a gen-
eral public, but according to Lang and Lang (1966), the extent of enlisted 
support of a potential following depends upon effective and efficient use 
of the resources which are available . Hayward ' s knowledge of track and 
field athletics with his organizational ability, enabled him to develop 
the potential of his athletes . The results of his coaching then faced 
the test of regular competition. Another aspect was the impact which the 
progress of the University track and field team had upon its athletes 
individually. Dan Kelly set a new world record for 100 yards in 9. 6 
seconds, Walter McClure in the mile, and Martin Hawkins , 120 yards hurdles, 
represented the United States in the Stockholm Olympic Games in 1912. Per-
formances of this nature contributed toward further team successes and 
Oregon established a world wide reputation in track and field. The in-
crease of a mass following often depends upon how popularity is achieved 
(Lang and Lang, 1966, p, 340). The publicity that the Oregon successes 
received increased the opportunity for further community interest in 
Eugene. The People's Press of Portland (1903) wrote, 11 the Oregon Univer-
sity today has the best track team in the United States and probably the 
world. This is not vain glory nor theory; it can be demonstrated by the 
records and by individual feats. 11 
Hayward's enthusiasm for coaching and organizing provided clearly 
defined goals for his athletes. This also contributed towards the in-
creased interest of students in track and field at Oregon, Well known 
personalities also have the potential for influencing groups and indi-
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viduals with whom they have no personal contact (Bernard, 1966). As a 
wel l known coach throughou t the world Hayward was offered the position as 
coach of the German national track and field team which he refused. The 
Oregana (1915) stated, 11Bill Hayward is a success and he has made good 
in his chosen profess i on, Today he is recognized as one of the leading 
coaches in the country" (p . 346) . ' 
The specific elements of Hayward I s leadership, role models embodied 
by Oregon Track and Field athletes and opportunities for spectators con-
tributed to the development of running as an institutionalized activity 
at the University of Oregon. Bill Bowerman was appointed }1.ead track and 
fiel d coach in 1949. Bowerman was a former Oregon athlete who competed 
on Hayward's 1934 track and field team. As a member of this team he was 
familiar with Hayward ' s ideas, opinions, and attitudes towards the develop -
ment of t he sport at Oregon . This association helped to perpetuate the 
running tradition which had developed concurrently with Oregon I s success 
in track and field during Hayward's time. Bowerman' s succession as the 
new head coach of Track and Field athletics at Oregon can be related to 
Smolicz's definition of the concept of tradition. "An item coming down 
from the past which must be supplemented by all kinds of auxiliary explan-
ations and postulated functions (1974 , p. 78) . Bowerman supplemented the 
knowledge which he had received from Hayv.iard by adding his own interpre-
tati:ons to training and organization. This situation not only maintained 
the tradition, but helped to develop it. 
Bowerman experienced early success when his team recorded five con-
secutive dual meet wins. These successes reinforced Bowerman's position 
and, helped to establish a positive image of his coaching abilities within 
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the University and the Eugene community. Bowerman, following Hayward , 
continued in t he role as an innovator . This enhanced the appeal of par-
ticipation in distance running for Oregon athletes. The "Oregon Systern11 
of alternating "hard 11 and "easy'' training days to facilitate recovery 
from work outs became a well- known method of training for running. 
Bowerman also revised the form of track and field meets to eliminate 
the unnecessarily long periods of time between events. w·arren (Oregon 
Emerald , 1973) stated that "in the old days, track meets lasted all day 
long. He scheduled them down and made them more enjoyable to the spec-
tators. 11 Bowerman was also concerned with emphasizing mass participa-
tion for individuals of all abilities . This approach certainly helped 
to strengthen his position as a central authority . He helped form the 
Oregon Track Club, which provided competitive opportunities for former 
Oregon track and field athletes as well as Eugene residents in general. 
Whereas Hayward was primarily involved with developing track and field 
athletics for the elite athlete, Bowerman began to extend his approach 
to include all levels of ability. This new approach manifested itself 
in the summer "All Comers" meets. 
Jim Bailey, an Australian who spent four years at Oregon, held the 
American national college mile record of 3:58.6, the Pacific Coast mile 
record of 4 : 06.00 , and the Northern Division records in the mile and 880 
yards. Bailey had come to Oregon because he had been positively influ-
enced by former University of Oregon athletes (Oregon Emerald, 1973), 
Bailey ' s arrival indicates that personal interaction and personal opinion 
of other athletes at Oregon had some effect upon the growth of the Oregon 
tradition of running. 
From 1957 through 1960 Oregon's track and field teams experienced 
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f urther successes against top class American college teams. Bill Dellin-
ger , Jim Grelle, Otis Davis, Dave Edstrom, Roscoe Cook, Dyrol Burleson, 
Harry Jerome and Vic Reeve, won many running races at important national 
and international track meets. 
The 1962 National College Track and Field meet held in Eugene , 
enabled the local community to observe Oregon athletes in _c~mpetition 
with the best in America. Invitational meets attracted many world class 
American and foreign athletes to Eugene. The high level of competition 
att r acted the interest of the Eugene Community. 
The growing receptivity for track and field among the Eugene commun-
ity provided an excell ent foundation for the resulting effects which 
developed following the Oregon four mile relay team I s visit to New Zealand 
in late 1962 . 11During the summer Bowerman made arrangements with Arthur 
Lydiard of New Zealand, coach of Pe ter Snell and Murray Halberg, to send 
a four mile relay team to compete against the New Zealand team in New 
Zealand 11 (Steinke, 1966). The team of Archie San Romani, Vic Reeve , 
Dyrol Burleson, Keith Foreman and Clayton Steinke , toured New Zealand 
with coach Bowerman for six weeks. 
Prompted by Lydiard, Bowerman decided to participate in a jogging 
meet , because Lydiard had so many people jogging in New Zealand (Steinke, 
1966). Bowerman ' s experience allowed him to consider the value of this 
form of physical activity personally, and he became aware of its possible 
benefits for everyone . Bowerman left New Zealand determined to innovate 
this new approach to running in Eugene . The Lydiard system, jogging 
easily for increasing amounts of time, helped to popularize jogging in 
New Zealand and the Eugene community experienced the same phenomenon. 
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The popularity of jogging in Eugene increased rapidly and the number of 
people at weekly gatherings increased from 50 to 3,000 in a short time 
(Bowerman , 1965). Bowerman' s ability as an innovator quickly influenced 
the local conununity and he organized expert assistance to fully exploit 
as many promotional aspects as possible for the development of running 
within Eugene. 11 I n his typically tenacious style he went about analyz-
ing its effects upon himself and others with the help of th~ physiolo-
gists at the university" (Lydiard, 1977), 
Bowerman and Harris (1967) published a book designed to increase 
the popularity of running for all abilities and age groups. The National 
Bank of Portland assisted in advertising j ogging. New phrases connected 
with jogging appeared in advertising and throughout news media; Socrates 
Shuffle , Train but don't Strain, and Patience + Work = Improvement, were 
popular slogans associated with the promotion of jogging for the commun-
ity. The Oregon Emerald stated , "because of its greater contributions to 
our physical fitness, we are happy that the University of Oregon, through 
its track coach Bill Bowerman, is responsible for jogging ' s introduction 
to the United States" (1962, p . 4). 
Bowerman organized joggers into small groups with an Oregon track 
athlete acting as a leader of the group (Moore, 1977). Astute organiza-
tion such as this contributed an important motivational influence for 
many beginning joggers. Small groups led by Oregon athletes greatly-
assisted the duality of interaction between each individual. From a 
humanistic viewpoint, how each individual perceived his early running 
experience was a factor in his personal development and ultimately the 
development of Eugene's running tradition . The availability of expert 
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advice from the medical profession and experienced athletes allowed many 
individuals to personally experience running' s intrinsic and extrinsic 
benefits. Many new Eugene residents observed the collective behavior of 
the community and evaluated jogging for themselves. Many individuals 
subsequently began to jog (Bowerman , 1976). 
Bowerman retired from his position as head track and field coach 
at Oreg9n after an extremely successful period in the history of Oregon 
track and field athletics. He continued the tradition which he inherited 
from his competitive days and developed many new ideas related to running 
at both the University and the community levels . Smolicz (1974) stated 
that "to survive as a tradition , a particular item must continue to exert 
its appeal as one coming down from the past, but this v alue must be sup-
plemented by all kinds of auxiliary explanations and functions" (p. 78). 
High calibre track and field meets such as those provided by Bowerman and 
his athletes furnished many examples of the factors to which Smolicz 
refers. 'Fhe Oregon team under Bowerman produced 23 individual N. C .A .A. 
winners, 37 Pac 8 Conference winners, and 127 Northern Division winners. 
Oregon finished among the top ten all American college track and field 
teams on fourteen out of nineteen occasions. It won the National meet 
in 1962, 1964, 1965, . 1970 and was runner up in 1961 and 1967 . Nineteen 
athletes competed in the Olympic Games and 56 athletes became All 
Americans (Duck Dope; University of Oregon Athletic Department, 1972) . 
Bill Dellinger , another former Oregon track and field athlete, suc-
ceeded Bowerman as Oregon's head coach. He had a successful running 
career under Bowerman and his experience enabled him to provide the con-
tinuity of the Oregon tradition in track and field athletics. He was 
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well known as a successful runner as a former world two- mile indoor 
record holder and Olympic 5,000 meter bronze medal winner. He continued 
to develop a world class cross country program, which he had innovated 
as an assistant coach under Bowerman. In 1977 the cross country team 
added another success when it won the N.C.A.A. meet in Pullman, Washing-
ton. The traditional desire for 1success remained as stro~g as in former 
days. "The number of talented runners who are eligible for a place on 
the team continues to create the strong competitive spirit for which 
Oregon is famous 11 (Dellinger, 1977). 
The influence of the running tradition in Eugene is apparent when 
the opportunities for running are noted. The Prefontaine Trails provide 
traffic-free training facilities for the connounity. The Oregon Track 
Club organizes regular open road races and track races in summer. These 
opportunities perpetuate the growth of interaction and discussion at the 
individual and community level which is so vital for the continuance of 
a tradition. 
This tradition is also apparent from the economic standpoint, with 
the increased sales of running equipment. Jeff Hollister, a Nike Shoe 
Company representative (1977), states: "Nike sales rose from $9 million 
to $27 million last year, If per capita sales of shoe s in Eugene could 
be realized throughout the United States the Nike Company would be the 
largest in the world; bigger than U.S. Steel or General Motors. 11 
Much has been done to nourish and maintain the growth of Eugene's 
interest in the sport of running. The facilities and organized races in 
Eugene, already mentioned in this analysis, together with the influenc e 
of the University of Oregon provided the necessary impetus f or community 
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participation. However, despite the variety of opportunities for competi-
tion, Eugene's running in general maintained a strongly individual and 
non-competitive approach. Eugene residents were primarily interested in 
the recreative aspects of running rather than in competition . The popu-
lation was more oriented towards jogging four or five miles per day and 
some people never go t involved in a race (Anderson, 1977). 
Analysis of the Personal Data Questionnaire 
In addition to the Kenyon Scales, each subject answered a personal 
data questionnaire. In this questionnaire the principal areas of inquiry 
included age, sex , occupation, current running status (whether or not a 
member of an organized running club), approximate number of miles run 
each week, whether the subject considered himself to be a competitive or 
non-competitive runner, the primary reason for running, whether or not 
the subject felt that the University of Oregon had contributed toward 
the growth of running in Eugene, and whether or not the subject was 
aw~re of the track and field program at the University of Oregon. 
The age of the male runners ranged from 19 to 70 years. The average 
age was 32 . The female runners ranged from 19 to 51 years of age with an 
average of 33, The competitive runners ranged from 24 to 50 years with 
an average of 33 years. The non-competitive runners ranged from 19 to 70 
with an average of 30 years, A presentation of age data appears in 'Table 
1. 
Forty-three percent of the subjects, thirty-four of the seventy- nine 
runners, were students at the University of Oregon. Of the remaining 
forty-five runners, thirty-six subjects were engaged in primarily profes-
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sional occupations (teaching , accounting, medicine, research) , and nine 
were engaged in occupations which i ncluded clerical, secretarial and pos-
tal work. Ten runners (14%) indicated that they belonged to an organized 
running club. The remaining sixty- nine subjects did not belong to an 
organized running club . 
The length of time each subj :ct resided in Eugene rang~d from the 
minimum time of one year to a l ifelong residence of 35 years. 
The male runners averaged a total of 33 miles per week, while the 
females ran an average of 16.50 miles per week. The competitive runners 
averaged 49 miles per week and the non-competitive runners ran an average 
of 18 . 50 miles per week. A summary of the distance run. each week by the 
subjects is presented in Table 1. 
Sixteen of the seventy-nine runners considered themselves to be com-
petitive runners. The competitive group included thirteen males and 
three females. Included in the total of sixty-three non-competitive run-
ners were twenty- seven females and thirty-six males. 
The personal data questionnaire indicated that the most common 
reasons for participation in running were health and fitness, the oppor-
tunities for running provided by the city of Eugene, and the convenient 
and simpl e aspects of running as a method of exercising. Seventy-two 
runners considered that the University of Oregon had contributed signifi-
cantly toward the growth and interest of running in Eugene . Seven runners 
did not agree that the University had made a positive contribution. Sixty-
eight of the subjects expressed an awareness of the track and field pro-
gram at the University and eleven were not <.1ware of the program. 
.J 
TABLE 1 
Summary of Age Data , Total Miles run: 
Male and Female , Competitive and Non-Competitive Runners 
Groups n Age Range X Ages X Number of Miles per Week 
Males 49 19- 70 32.10 32 . 94 
Females JO 19-51 30. 97 16.60 
Competitive 
Runners 16 24-50 33 49 .35 
Non- Competitive 
Runners 63 19-7 0 30. 69 18.66 
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Tests of the Hypotheses 
Hypothesis number one stated that there will be no statistically sig-
nificant differences between the groups of male and female runners as 
measured by the Kenyon Attitude Toward Physical Activity Scales. Three 
way analysis of variance procedures were employed to test this hypothesis. 
From the results of the analysis it was determined that no statistically 
significant differences were found between the groups of male and female 
runners over all the combined scores within the six domains. Since 
there were no significant differences between sex and the domain, this 
infers that there were no significant differences within each of the var-
ious domains. From this result the null hypothesis was accepted. 
The mean scores of the six subdomains in the Kenyon Scale indicated 
that the male runners expressed the most positive attitudes toward health 
and fitness, physical activity as a social experience, and physical ac-
tivity as an aesthetic experience. Less positive attitudes were expres-
sed toward the subdomains of catharsis, the pursuit of vertigo, and 
asceticism. The female runners expressed the most positive attitudes 
toward the aesthetic, cathartic, ascetic, and health and fitness sub-
domains. Less posit:tve attitudes were expressed toward the social and 
pursuit of vertigo subdomains. 
Hypothesis nwuber two stated that there will be no significant dif-
ferences between the competitive and non-competitive groups of runners 
as measured by the Kenyon Attitude Toward Physical Activity Scale. Three 
way analysis of variance procedures were used to test this hypothesis. 
From the results of the analysis no statistically significant differences 
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were found between the groups of competitive and non-competitive runners 
over all the combined scores within the s ubdomains. Since there was no 
significant difference between the competitive and non-competitive groups 
of runners, this infers that there was no significant difference within 
each of the various domains . From this result the null hypothesis was 
accepted. 
There was a significant difference among the scores in each of the 
domains, but since this was not a part of the original hypothesis stated 
in this study, a statistical analysis to find where these differences 
occurred was not conducted . 
There was no significant three way interaction bet~een sex, competi-
tiveness and subdomains. A summary of the three way analysis of variance 
procedures is presented in Table 3. 
The competitive runners expressed more positive attitudes toward 
the cathartic , aesthetic , health and fitness, and social subdomains than 
toward the ascetic and pursuit of vertigo subdomains. The non-competi-
tive runners ranked health and fitness first, with social second , The 
aesthetic, cathartic, pursuit of vertigo, and ascetic subdomains were 
less positively rated. 
The combined saniple of seventy- nine runners expressed most positive 
attitudes toward health and fitness, physical activity as a social ex-
per i ence , and phys i cal activity as an aesthetic experience, Less posi-
tive attitudes toward catharsis, the pursuit of vertigo and physical 
activity as an ascetic experience were expressed. 
., 
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Analysis of the Intercorrelations Between the Subdomains 
The intercorrelation between the pursuit of vertigo and the ascetic 
subdomains shows that !..2 , or approximately 37 percent of the elements of 
which these scales consist, have some relationship. The degree of rela-
tionship can be considered with regard to these scales. Other intercor-
relations resulted in lower !..2 values than the relationshi'p between the 
pursuit of vertigo and the ascetic subdomains, The inter correlation 
matrices of the sub domains are presented in Table 4. 
TABLE 2 
Mean Scores and Rank Order 
Between Male and Female Runners 
and Between Competitive and Non-Competitive Runners 
on each of the Six Kenyon Subdomain Mean Scores 
Male Female Competitive Non-Competitive Overall 
Subdomains n=49 n=JO n=l6 n=6J n=79 
Mean Rank Mean Rank Mean Rank Mean Rank Mean Rank 
1. Social 41.04 (2) 39 .16 (5) 40.00 (4) 40 . 20 (2) 40.39 (2) 
2. Health and 41.14 (1) 
Fitness 42 .17 (1) 39. 59 (4) 40.96 (J) 40.80 (1) 
J. Pursuit of 
Vertigo 37 .OJ (5) 38. 78 (6) 35. 64 (6) 35.16 (6) JS. 67 (5) 
4. Aesthetic 38. 72 (J) 41.26 (1) 41.00 (2) 38 . 98 (4) 39 . 07 (3) 
5 . Catharsis 37 . 94 (4) 40.50 (2) 41.38 (1) 38.00 (5) 38. 20 (4) 
6. Ascetic 35.51 (6) 39 .89 (3) 35 . 77 (5) 39 .68 (J) 34/97 (6) 
TABLE 3 
Summary of Three Way Analysis of Variance Procedures 
~um of Degrees of Mean Probability 
Source Squares Freedom Square F F Exceeded 
--------
1. Competitive/ 
Non-Comp. 48. 22 1 48 . 22 0.62 0.43 
Differences 
2 . Male and 
Female Diff. 15 . 09 1 15.09 0.19 0.66 
3. Interaction 
be tween Male 
and Female 1.70 1 1. 70 0.02 0.88 
and Comp. 
4. Domain Di£ f. 1053. 86 5 210. 77 4. 68* 0.00 
5. Domain/Compet, 
Interaction 44.19 5 8. 84 0. 20 0.96 
6. Domain/Sex 
I nteraction 272 . 64 5 54. 53 1.21 0 .30 
7. Domain/ Comp. 
Sex Interact, 163. 80 5 32. 76 o. 73 0 . 60 ,,.. 
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CHAPTER V 
FINDINGS, CONCLUSION, DISCUSSION, RECOMMENDATIONS 
The study was designed to analyze the development of a running tra-
dition within the Eugene metropolitan area and to examine the contribu-
tion of the University of Oregon . The problem was approached from an 
historical and a psychosociological perspective. The historical aspects 
of the study covered the institutionalization of running as a physical 
activity at the University of Oregon and attempted to outline how the 
contribution of a number of significant personalities at the University 
influenced the growth of running within the Eugene community. 
The attitudes of selected male and female runners residi ng in Eugene 
were surveyed using the Gerald S. Kenyon Attitude Toward Physical Activity 
Scale in a semantic differential form. The six subdomains which form 
the Kenyon scales included the following: physical activity as a pursuit 
of vertigo ; physical activity as a social experience; physical activity 
for health and fitness; physical activity as an aesthetic experience; 
physical activity as. a catharsis; and physical activity as an ascetic 
experience. The six atti t udes toward physical activity were used to 
investigate the attitudes of these groups . 
The subjects were chosen from the "Along the River Race, 11 from run-
ners using the Prefontaine Trails, an Oregon Track Club membership list, 
and from runners in general who lived in the Eugene metropolitan area. 
Each subject received a personal data questionnaire in addition to the 
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Kenyon scales. The questionnaire requested information regarding age, 
sex, occupation, current running status (whether or not a member of an 
organized running cl ub), approximate number of miles run each week, 
whether the subject considered himself to be a competitive or non-competi-
tive runner, whether or no t the subject felt that the University of Oregon 
had contr ibuted toward the growth and interest of running . ~n Eugene, and 
whether or not the subject was aware of the track and field program at 
the University of Oregon. Fifty- one percent of the questionnaires and 
attitude inventories were returned. This resulted in a total of seventy-
nine r unners i forty - nine males and thirty females. 
The historical analysis surveyed the development of running as an 
institutionalized physical activity at the University of Oregon from 1900 
until 1977. The influence of Prince Lucien Campbell , Bill Hayward , Bill 
Bowerman, Arthur Lydiard, and Bill Dellinge!, in addition to many fo r mer 
Oregon track and field athletes , significantly contributed toward the 
development of the sport. The significance of the University's influence 
was also noted from the personal data questionnaires. Ninety-one percent 
indicated that they ·considered 11 the University of Oregon had made a sig-
nificant contribution toward the growth and interest of running in 
Eugene . 11 Eighty- six percent of the runners expressed a knowledge of the 
track and field program at the University of Oregon. The influence of 
many former collegiate runners and the opportunity for watching world 
class track meets in Eugene were also considered to be a positive influ-
ence upon participation in running . 
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Seventy-nine male and female runners were also surveyed regarding 
their attitudes toward physical activity. The male runners expressed 
positive attitudes toward physical activity and ranked the health and 
fitness subdomain highest, social second, with the aesthetic and cathar-
sis subdornains following. Less positive attitudes were expressed toward 
the pursuit of vertigo and the asce ti c subdomains, The female runners 
r anked the aesthetic subdomain highest, followed by catharsis, ascetic, 
and health and fitness. The social and pursuit of vertigo were less 
positively ranked (see Table 2, p. 40). The competitive runners ranked 
physical activity as a means of catharsis highest, with the aesthetic 
subdomain second, and health and fitness third. The social, ascetic , 
and pursuit of vertigo were less positively rated . Th e non- competitive 
runners ranked the health and fitness subdomain highest, followed by 
social , ascetic and aesthetic subdomains . Catharsis and the pursuit of 
vertigo were less positively rated. 
The combined group of seventy- nine runners expressed the most posi-
tive attitude toward physical activity as a means of health and fitness , 
as a social experience, and as an aesthetic experience. The subdomains 
of catharsis, pursuit of vertigo , and as an ascetic experience were less 
positively rated . 
No statistically significant differences were found between the male 
and female runners or the competitive and non-competitive runners . ' A 
l ow degree of relationship ( T2=37%) was found to exist be t ween the pursuit 
of vertigo and ascetic s ubdomains. The remaining intercorrelations pro-
duced no significant resul t s among the other subdomains . 
Conclusions 
Within the limits of the study it was concluded that: 
1. The University has made a significant contribution torNard the 
growth and interest of running in Eugene. 
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2. There were no statistically significant differences between the 
groups of male and female runners as measured by the Gerald S. Kenyon 
Attitude Toward Physical Activity Scales. 
3. There were no statistically significant differences between the 
competitive and non-competitive groups of runners as measured by the 
Gerald S. Kenyon Attitude Toward Physical Activity Scale. 
4. Runners in Eugene have generally positive attitudes toward 
physical activity and toward each of Gerald S. Kenyon's six domensions 
of physical activity. 
Discussion 
On the Gerald S. Kenyon Attitude Toward Physical Activity Scale run-
ners in Eugene expressed positive attitudes toward the maintenance of 
health and fitness, physical activity as a social experience, and physi-
cal activity as an a~sthetic experience. The subdomains of catharsis, 
pursuit of vertigo, and ascetism were le5s positively rated. These find-
ings support the results of Delforge (1973), and Morton (1975). The sub-
jects in these two studies also expressed more positive attitudes towards 
the health and fitness, social, and aesthetic subdomains. The pursuit 
of vertigo, cathartic and ascetic subdomains were also less positively 
rated. 
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The similarity of the results of this study with those of Delforge 
in Arizona and Morton in California suggested that the runners in Eugene 
did not differ in their intrinsic reasons for participation in physical 
activity from individuals who resided in other areas of the United States. 
The individual's inner attitudes were not the only motivational forces 
which influence running participation. External reasons, · the si~ht of 
many othe:!:" runners, the opportunity to interact, exchange and reinforce 
opinions about running were also important to maintain consistent in-
volvement. Through group and individual interaction many individuals in 
Eugene derived additional external psychological support. The importance 
of the visual and external influence of other runners was emphasized by 
seventy percent of the runners sampled in this study. They considered 
these factors important to reinforce their participation in running. 
The runners in this study also stated that a variety of traffic-free 
areas helped to increase the popularity and enjoymen~ of running. The 
City of Eugene provides a number of running areas which are safely re-
moved from traffic circulation. The Prefontaine Trails and trails in 
Hendrick's Park are well known in Eugene. A third external influence 
which affected the enjoyment of running is the climatic situation. 
Eugene's location in. the Pacific Northwest of America provides a tem-
perate, moist, cool climate which is conducive to distance running and 
the absence of severe climatic changes encourages consistency in training, 
The historical analysis outlined the role of the University of Oregon 
in the development of a running tradition in Eugene. Ninety percent of 
the runners in this study stated that the University had made a signifi-
cant contribution toward the growth and interest of running in Eugene. 
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Sixty percent stated that they were aware of the track and field program 
at Oregon. The influence of former Oregon athlete Steve Prefontaine was 
considered inspirational by a small proportion (9%) of the sampled sub-
jects, Others stated that track meets and the opportunities to see world 
class athletes increased their awareness of running as a sport. 
Running has increased in pop11larity during the last ten, years in 
Eugene. However, it is probable that most residents are unaware of former 
famous names in track and field at the University of Oregon. Most indi-
viduals in Eugene are possibly unaware of the specific ways in which track 
and field athletics became institutionalized at the University. The in-
fluence of Prince Lucien Campbt'-11, Bill Hayward, Dan Kelly, Bill Bowerman, 
Jim Grelle, and Dyrol Burleson have contributed toward the development 
of running in Eugene, although the .exact extent of their contribution is 
difficult to assess. The present growth of interest in running in Eugene 
indicates that the contribution of former personalities has been signifi-
cant. 
It is important here to reconsider Smolicz I s (1974) definition of 
tradition with particular regard to 11 that part of the heritage which 
excites feelings of approval in the current generation by involving it in 
an act of identification. 11 World class track meets in Eugene, the sight 
of many other runners, regularly organized races, the facilities for run-
ning, and even the availability of commercial running equipment reinforces 
the identification to which Smolicz refers. In Eugene running is a regu-
lar daily physical activity for thousands (see p. 1) of residents, th ere-
fore the degree of approval accorded to runners by the general popula tion 
is considerable . As a result of the wide interest in running it becomes 
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easier for individuals to receive regular r einforcement , or approval than 
in areas where running is not accepted by the community. The "acceptance 
factor 11 is necessary for the continuance of a tr adi tion (Smolicz, 1974). 
World class track and field mee t s and regularly organized races have 
not influenced the Eugene connnunity toward a predominantly competitive 
attitude toward running , Ander son (1978) stated: 11Despitei the opportuni-
ties for collective running in t he form of races and the Oregon Track Club , 
the running population maintains a str ongly individual approach . Eugene 
is primarily interes t ed in the recreative aspects of running rather than 
the competitive. 11 This opinion was supported by at ti tudes of the majority 
of the sample of runners in this study. Appr oximately eighty percent of 
the subjects indicat ed tha t they consi dered themselves non- competitive, 
r ecr ea t ional runners. Their principal reason for running is to partici-
pate recreatively, not competitively. 
Today, running is considered a sport for al l ages and abi l ities. For-
merly, competition and facilities in America were primarily available j ust 
for college athletes and individuals of college and high school age . 
Many athletes discontinued athletic participation after completing their 
college studies . In Eugene , however, t he tendency of the community to be 
non- competitive can be related to a for mer attitude that associa t ed com-
petitive running primarily with elite athletes . Perhaps in another ten 
years this atti tude will change to include increased numbers of every 
l evel of abi l ity i n view of the growth of interes t in running and the 
exi s ting running tradition (Bowerman, 1976; Dellinger, 1977). 
A comparison of the attitudes toward running in Eugene with those 
of other Amer i can cities may reveal some fundamental differences. The 
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acceptance of a running community within a social structure varies accord-
ing to its social background, climate, and her:.tage. Communities who 
labor physically are often usually less inclined to (.;elect physical past-
times in their leisure hours. The subjects in this study were engaged 
in non-physical occupations . There are other areas of the country where 
members of the community have similar occupations as in Eug'rne but where 
the influences of a running tradition are not evident. Runners in areas 
which lack such strong external reinforcement often rely upon greater 
internal motivation and greater interaction among runners to provide ade-
quate reinforcement. 
In the United States in general, sport promotion continues to appeal 
to an enormo us spectator population, The findings, within the limits of 
this study, have indicated that the Eugene community runs primarily for 
recreative reasons. This indicates that satisfaction is derived from 
this form of regular exercise without too much emphasis upon the competi-
tive aspects. This approach has encouraged many individuals to partici-
pate in running while perhaps helping to eliminate some of the negative 
and widespread attitudes towards spectatorism which are so prevalent in 
modern American society. 
Recommendations 
1 . A study be designed to compare the growth of interest in running 
in Eugene with that of the development of interest in Honolulu, Denver 1 
a11d New Zealand . 
2. A similar study be conducted to include a larger sample of run-
ners in the Eugene metropolitan area. 
3. A study of the socio-economic differences in Eugene which pro-




Dear Runner : 
Department of Physical Education, 
University of Oregon 
Eugene, 0regoL1 97403 
October 31st , 1977 
Eugene is well-known as a running centre in the United States and 
throughout t he world. Community interest in running continues to grow 
and recently i t was estimated that there are 10 , 000 active runners 
wi t hin the Eugene area. 
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Several articles have been written concerning the popularity of 
r unning i n Eugene , You may have read them and asked yourself the 
question : Why do so many people in Eugene run? The purpose of this 
s t udy is to survey the attitudes towards physical activity of runners 
within the Eugene metropolitan area in order to provide some of the 
answers to this question. Your participation in this study , by complet-
ing these questionnaires will help to pr ovide some of the answers. 
Please complete and return this s urvey and encl osed questionnaire 
to me at the above address as soon as possible. This is an extremely 
important contribution to the study. Both sections will only take 
10- 15 minutes of your time. 
If you have any questions regarding this study please contact me 
at the above address. 




University of Oregon 
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I have read t he ques tionna i res and u nder stand that there are no risks 
whi ch will jeopardize the i ntegrity of an ind i vidual who par t ici pates in 
thi s s t udy. 
Return of the questionnaires will i ndica t e consent to participate in 
t he study . 
I agree to al l ow any da t a to be used in pr ofessional presentations 
and publicat ions , provided t hat my anonymity is maintained . 
Signed ________ _ ____ _ 
Date _ _____________ _ 
I have read the ques t ionnaires and understand that there are no risks 
wh i ch wil l jeopardize the int egrity of an individual who participates 
in this s t udy . 
Retu rn of the questionnaires will indicate consent to participate in 
the study . 
I agree to a l lvw any data to be used in professional presentations 
and publi ca t ions, provided tha t my anonymity i s maintained. 
Signed _____________ _ 
Date _ _______ ______ _ 
I have read the questionnaires and understand that there are no risks 
whi ch will jeopardize· th~ integrity of an individual who participates 
i n th i s study . 
Return of the questionnaires will indicate consent to participate in 
t he study. 
I agree to allow any data t o be used in professional presentations 
a nd pub lications , provided t hat my anonymi t y is maintained . 
Signed _____________ _ 
Date __________ ____ _ 
PERSONAL DATA QUESTIONNAIRE 
1. Please give your: 
a) Date of birth 
b) Sex - Male or Female 
c) Present occupation 
2 . How long have you lived in Eugene? 
3. Are you a member of an organized running club? 
4. As accurately as possible please estimate the number of miles that 
you run each week . 
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5. Do you consider yourself to be primarily a competitive runner (par-
ticipating regularly against other runners in organized races) OR 
do you consider yourself to be a recreative non-competitive runne'r? 
6. What is your primary reason for running? 
7. If you did not run regularly before you came to Eugene, what factors 
contributed towards your participation in running? 
8. Do you feel that the U of O has contributed to the growth of interest 
in running in Eugene? Are you aware of the track and field program 




The purpose of this study is to measure the meaning for you of cer-
t ain concepts of physical activity by judging them against a series of 
descriptive scales. In completing this inven t ory , please make your judg-
ments on the basis of what these th i ngs mean to you. On each page of 
the booklet you will find different concepts to be judged and beneath 
each a set of Beales. You are to rate the concept on each of these 
scales i n order. 
Here is how you are to use these scales: 
If you feel that the concept at the top of the scales, for example 
' 1physical education" is very closely related to the end of the scale, you 
should place your check mark as follows: 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
Good_X_: __ : __ : __ : _ _ : __ : __ : Bad 
Good __ : _ _ : __ : __ : __ : __ :_X__ Bad 
If you feel that the concept is quite closely related to one or the 
other end of the scale (but not extremely), you should place your check-
mark as follows: 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
Good __ :_X_ : __ : __ : __ : __ : __ : Bad 
Good _ _ : __ : __ : __ : __ :_X_ : _ _ Bad 
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If the concept seems only slightly related to the side on the left 
as related to the other side (but is not neutral), then you should check 
as follows: 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
Good __ :_X_: __ : __ : _ _ : __ : __ Bad 
Good _ _ : __ : __ : __ : __ :_X_: __ Bad 
The direction toward which you check, of course, depends upon which 
of the two ends of the scale seem most characteristic of the thing you 
are judging. 
If you consider the concept to be Neutral on the scale (both sides 
of the scale seem equally associated with the concept), then you should 
place your check- mark in the middle space. 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
Good __ : _ _ : _ _ :_X_ : __ : __ : __ Bad 
Good __ : __ : __ :_x_: _ _ : _ _ : __ Bad 
IMPORTANT: (.1) Be sure you check every scale for every concept. 
(2) Do not omit any of the questions. 
(3) Never put more than one check mark on a single scale. 
(4) Make each item a separate and independent judgement. 
Work at a steady speed through the inventory. D0 not puzzle over 
individual items . Work at a fairly high speed. It is your first impres -
sions, the immediate "feelings 1 ' about items that we want . On the other 
hand, please do not be careless because we do want your true impressions . 
Using the following scales , express on the answer sheet what the 
concept in the box means to you. 
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PHYSICAL ACTIVITY AS A SOCIAL EXPERIENCE 
Sports and games and other forms of physical recreation whose primary 
purpose is to provide opportunities for social interaction ; that is , to 

















__ : _ _ : __ : __ : _ _ : __ : __ : bad 
__ : __ : _ _ : _ _ : __ : __ : __ : Valuable 
__ : __ : __ : __ : __ : __ : __ pleasant 
__ : __ : __ : __ : __ : __ : __ sour 
_ _ : __ : __ : __ : _ _ : __ : __ nice 
_ _ : __ : __ : __ : _ _ : __ : _ _ sad 
__ : __ : __ : _ _ : __ : __ :__ distasteful 
PHYSICAL ACTIVITY FOR HEALTH AND FITNESS 
Participating in physical activity primarily to improve one ' s heal th and 















__ : __ : __ : __ : __ : __ : __ : bad 
_ _ : __ : __ : __ : __ : __ : __ : valuable 
__ : __ : __ : __ : __ : __ : __ pleasant 
__ : __ : __ : __ : __ : __ : __ : sour 
__ : _ _ : __ : __ : __ : __ : __ nice 
__ : __ : __ : __ : __ : __ : __ sad 
__ : __ : __ : __ : __ : __ : __ : distasteful 
PHYSICAL ACTIVITY AS A THRILL BUT INVOLVING SOME RISK 
Physical activities providing, at some risk to the participant, thrills 
and excitement through speed, acceleration, sudden change of direction, 
and exposure to dangerous situations. 
l , good __ : __ : _ _ : _ _ : __ : __ : __ bad 
2. worthless __ : __ : __ : __ : __ : _ _ : __ Valuable 
3, unpleasant __ : __ : __ : __ : __ : _ _ : __ : pleasant 
4. sweet __ : __ : __ : __ : __ : __ : __ sour 
5. awful __ : _ _ : __ : __ : __ : __ : __ nice 
6. happy __ : __ : __ : __ : __ : __ : __ sad 
7 . tasty __ : __ : __ : __ : __ : __ : __ : distasteful 
PHYSICAL ACTIVITY AS THE BEAUTY IN HUMAN MOVEMENT 
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Physical activities which are thought of as possessing beauty or certain 
artistic qualities such as ballet, gymnastics or figure skating. 
1. good __ : __ : __ : __ : __ : __ : __ bad 
2. worthless __ : __ : __ : _ _ : __ : __ :__ valuable 
3. unpleasant __ : __ : __ : __ : __ : __ : __ pleasant 
4. sweet __ : __ : __ : __ : __ : __ : __ : sour 
5. awful __ : __ : __ : __ : __ : __ : __ nice 
6. happy __ : __ : __ : __ : __ : __ : __ : sad 
7. tasty __ : __ : __ : __ : __ : __ : __ distasteful 
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PHYSICAL ACTIVITY FOR THE RELEASE OF TENSION 
The participation (or watching others participate) in physical activities 
to get away from the problems of modern living, to provide a release from 
" ent u emotions. 11 
1. good __ : __ : __ : __ : __ : __ : __ : bad 
2. worthless __ : __ : __ : __ : __ : __ : __ ·valuable 
3. unpleasant __ : __ : __ : __ : __ : __ : __ pleasant 
4. sweet __ : __ : __ : __ : __ : __ :__ sour 
5. awful __ : __ : __ : __ : __ : __ : __ nice 
6. happy __ : __ : __ : __ : __ : __ : __ sad 
7. tasty __ : __ : __ : __ : __ : __ : __ distasteful 
PHYSICAL ACTIVITY AS PROLONGED AND STRENUOUS TRAINING 
Physical activities which require long periods of strenuous and often 
painful training; which involve stiff competition and demands that the 
individual give up a number of pleasures for a period of time. 
1. good __ : __ : __ : __ : __ : __ :__ bad 
2. worthless __ : __ : __ : __ : __ : __ :__ valuable 
3. unpleasant __ : __ : __ : __ : __ : __ : __ pleasant 
4. sweet __ : __ : __ : __ : __ : __ :__ sour 
5. awful __ : __ : __ : __ : __ : __ : __ nice 
6 . happy __ : __ : __ : __ : __ : __ :__ sad 
7. tasty __ : __ : __ : __ : __ : __ :__ distasteful 
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